Paul McCartney Farewell to Candlestick Information

Date:

August 14, 2014

Event will take place Rain or Shine!

Event Times:

3:00 PM  Parking Lots open
5:00 PM  Doors open
8:30 PM  Music Starts
11:30 PM Music Ends

Due to the likelihood of possible heavy traffic and the time it may take to get to Candlestick Park, please plan accordingly and leave plenty of time to get to the 'Stick!

We suggest Carpooling or public transportation!

Please remember if you have not printed out your ticket to the show to do so prior to coming to Candlestick.

Parking Fee:

$40 per vehicle fee - CASH only!
$100.00 for RV's, Limos, Buses.

PLEASE SEE PARKING MAP(S) ATTACHED BELOW
Accessibility Information:

- Parking Gate 1 is the closest parking lot access to get to the ADA parking spaces that have shortest distance to the Stadium Gate A where the only accessible elevator is located.
- Main Parking Lot has accessible parking which is the first horizontal row throughout the parking lot area (See attached Parking Lot Map). Parking is on a first come first serve basis and the same fees apply as for all other parking.
- Main Parking Lot can be accessed thru Parking Gate 1, 2, 3 and 4 that are located off Hunter’s Point Expressway, coming from US 101, Jamestown Avenue and Gilman Avenue.
- Walking distance from closest ADA parking spaces to Stadium Gate A is approximate 15-25 feet.
- Walking distance from furthermost ADA parking spaces to Stadium Gate A is approximate 4 blocks.

Taxi Drop-off Information:

- Passengers traveling to the concert via taxi will be dropped off at Stadium Gate D near the Bus Drop Off (See attached Parking Lot Map).

Re-entry Policy:

- There will be no re-entry into the venue.

What TO bring:

- Sunscreen, Hats, Sunglasses, Earplugs.
- Non-professional film and digital cameras.
- (2) Factory sealed bottles of water (non-glass containers).
- Small backpacks or bags.
- Small umbrellas, blankets, beach towels.
- Valid Driver's License for will-call and/or to drink alcohol.
What NOT to bring:

- Weapons of ANY kind.
- Fireworks/explosives. Illegal Substances.
- Outside food or drink, except (2) factory sealed bottles of water.
- Glass containers of any kind.
- Pets.
- Alcohol.
- Instruments.
- Chains/Chain Wallets.
- Large backpacks.
- Laser pointers.
- Professional still camera equipment (no detachable lenses, no tripods, big zooms, or commercial use rigs).
- Audio/video recording equipment.
- No illegal vending is permitted.
- No unauthorized/unlicensed vendors allowed.

Disabled Facilities:

- Service animals trained to assist disabled persons will be allowed.
- There will be a raised platform viewing area for persons with disabilities.
- One companion is allowed onto the platform area as well.
- There will be ADA parking in all stadium parking lots.
- ASL interpreter will be located near section 37 for hearing impaired patrons.
Handicap Accessible Parking
For quicker parking, take 3rd St. to Jamestown Ave. Stay in left lane.